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need to know new Ice Ice Baby
The new ice at Lawler after a practice
~Photo by Michael Salvucci~
Over the
s u mm e r
the ice bed
at the Lawler Arena inside of the
Volpe Athletic center has been
replaced. At a cost of 1.2 million
dollars, the college covered the
price as the first phase of the
Lawler Completion Project.
Construction started the week
after graduation and was com-
pleted in early August. The re-
placement consisted of new ice
compressors and a new ice floor.
Lawler was notorious for bad ice,
especially along the kickboards.
While this posed a problem for
opponents, it also stopped Merri-
mack from reaching its full po-
tential.
With so many one-goal losses, it
is apparent that one of Merri-
mack’s biggest problem last year
was scoring points. It is hopeful
that the new, harder ice will
speed up the offense enough to
put some more points on the
board.
The ice compressors were only
one part of a two-part process.
Once the compressors were put
in, a new floor was laid down on
top of it. The new, vibrant colors
of the lines and NCAA insignias
make for a more professional at-
mosphere than the dull colors of
past. Also new is the MC logo at
center ice replacing Mack the
Warrior.
Continued on page 3
UMass Amherst goalie arrested
According to the Daily
Hampshire Gazette, UMass
senior goaltender Meyers was
arrested early Sunday morn-
ing on four different charges.
According to the Gazette:
Daniel Jeffery Meyers, 24, of
Voorhees, NJ was arrested
Sunday at 2:15am on charges
of violating the towns open
container bylaw, disorderly
conduct, resisting arrest and
assault and battery on a police
officer after he twice fought
with officers as they tried to
place him under arrest, police
said.
A special thanks to Mike
McMahon and Warrior-




H1N1, has been the
primary focus of
the media throughout the year of 2009.
Early fears suggested that this flu was com-
parable to the influenza of 1918, avian
(bird) flu, or the most recent SARS epi-
demic. However, this strain of flu is no
more dangerous than the normal flu that
occurs every year. While the swine flu is not
as deadly as originally thought, it is still
highly contagious and residents need to
take the necessary steps to remain healthy.
Many public and private institutions
have taken the necessary steps to prevent
the spread of swine flu, and Merrimack is
amongst them. A group of faculty has been
convening on a weekly basis since early
2009. The members of this group include:
Director of Residence Life Donna Swart-
wout, Director of Hamel Health Dr. Jerry
Dugal, Dean of Student Life Shawn De
Veau, Ron Guilmette of Police Services,
Dennis Gillespie of Sodexo, Bob Coppola of
Physical Plant, Public Relations, Members
of the President’s Cabinet, and the Director
of Human Resources. The group has devel-
oped a protocol for the response of all areas
of campus in regards to H1N1. Basing its
approach off of other colleges, the group has
designed a plan to keep all students safe
and healthy. In addition to participating in
the group, Jerry Dugal keeps the group up
to date with the latest information from the
CDC, and acts as a public health official for
the college.
Of the members of the group, the two
that have the most direct connection to the
residents of Merrimack are Donna Swart-
wout and Jerry Dugal. Donna Swartwout,
the Director of Residence Life, is heavily in-
volved with keeping residents, and the com-
munity, healthy. Swartwout had a great
deal of advice and directions for those who
do get sick. According to Swartwout, the
best thing to keep yourself from becoming
sick is to practice proper hygiene. As you
may have noticed, hand sanitizer dis-
pensers are located all over campus.
By Rob Braczyk
Draft Editor
Continued on page 3
By Michael Salvucci
Editor-in-Chief
On campus fight YouTubed
Two weekends ago a fight
broke out between two girls out-
side of a party.
The fight was located St. Ann
apartments. RAs arrived on the
scene promptly but due to regu-
lations could not physically break
the dispute up. Shortly thereafter
Merrimack Police arrived and
dealt with the dueling parties.
One bystander recorded the
fight either on a cellular phone or
a point and shoot camera. The
video is available for viewing
both on YouTube as well as the
popular barstoolsports.com The
video as amassed nearly 15,000
hits on Bar Stool Sports.
For Privacy reasons we have
decided not to include the direct
link.
































































The Beacon is the best and most effi-
cient way to reach the Merrimack
College Community. To place a
Classified, Print Advertisement, or




The Beacon is committed to provid-
ing its readers with thorough, accu-
rate, and balanced news coverage. If
you believe we have made an error
in reporting or have questions con-









This fall semester the Gi-
rard School of Business and inter-
national Commerce is
implementing an experiential learning program. It was de-
veloped by Girard School faculty with contributions made
from representatives from a wide spectrum of the Merrimack
College community. This program will give Girard School
students a competitive advantage when they enter the job
market as they will have participated in “real world” experi-
ences before they graduate fromMerrimack College. We will
monitor the program as it evolves and make improvements
based upon student feedback. It is our firm belief that this
program will significantly enhance the quality of a Girard
School of Business education. Here is a description of the
Experiential Learning Program
Program Description
All Girard students will participate in an experiential port-
folio program comprised of an on-going series of experiential
activities. Objectives of the experiential portfolio program
include the following:
•Exposing students to current business issues/events
•Enhancing the ability to adapt to a continually changing
environment
•Extending student experiences beyond the classroom
•Emphasizing the linkages between the academic setting
and the business experience
•Engaging students in their personal and professional de-
velopment
•Expanding connections between the business school and
other parts of campus (highlighting and reinforcing the im-
portance of liberal education)
The experiential portfolio program will create a for-
mal system for coordinating, scheduling, and developing rel-
evant learning opportunities and provide a mechanism by
which students will be exposed to these experiences. Partic-
ipation in this program will span a student’s entire four year
college career.
Program Structure
Students will enroll in a non-credit, pass/fail course corre-
sponding to their stage in the business program. Course
numbers and titles are as follows:
•BUS 0010 Experiential Portfolio
•BUS 0015 Experiential Portfolio
•BUS 0020 Experiential Portfolio
•BUS 0025 Experiential Portfolio
•BUS 0030 Experiential Portfolio
•BUS 0035 Experiential Portfolio
•BUS 0040 Experiential Portfolio
•BUS 0045 Experiential Portfolio
Program Evaluation
Student feedback will be solicited for each portfolio activity.
At the end of the first year, a report evaluating the overall ef-
fectiveness of the program will be presented to Girard fac-
ulty. The report will highlight the strengths and weaknesses
of the program and provide action steps for program devel-
opment.
Program Activities
The experiential portfolio program is comprised of a
variety of activities/experiences/events which will prepare
Girard graduates for success in the dynamic and turbulent
21st century workplace. Each of these activities will be as-
signed point values commensurate with the scope/duration of
the activity. For instance, participation in a semester-long
internship would receive substantially more points than at-
tendance at a speaker event.
The Experiential Portfolio Director will submit his
recommendations for activity point allocations for approval
by the Curriculum & Assessment Committee. The allocation
of points will be guided by the following factors: (a) the in-
tensity/duration of the activity; (b) the relevance of the ac-
tivity to business and/or professional development; and (c)
the extent to which the activity contributes to Girard School
learning outcome attainment.
Incoming students will have to attain 75 activity
points during each of their first two semesters. Following is
an itinerary of activities for AY 2009-2010:
ACTIVITY FALL 2009 SPRING 2010
McCusker Speaker Series 25 25
Site Tour 25 25
Business Presentation Seminar 25 25
Business Writing Seminar 25 25
Coop Workshop 25 25
Career Fair 25 25
Study Abroad Session 10 10
Sustainable Business Session 10 10
Interdisciplinary Session (TBD) 10 10
TOTAL POINTS 180 180
Progress through the portfolio program requires the
accumulation of a minimum number of activity points. Stu-
dents who fail to attain the threshold within an individual
experiential module will receive an “Incomplete” grade and
will be required to make up the deficit in the subsequent
module. Upon successful remediation, the student will
retroactively receive a passing grade in the failed module.
Girard School Mentoring Program
Mentoring experiences are integral to personal de-
velopment and career advancement. In recognition of this,
the experiential portfolio program will involve two signifi-
cant mentoring experiences: one within a peer-to-peer set-
ting and the other in a structured mentoring relationship
with a business practitioner.
Peer mentoring
The transition to college is often a time of great
stress and uncertainty for many first-year students. Some
face difficulty acclimating to the expectations of college work,
others experience the sense of dislocation associated with
being away from friends and family, and yet others grapple
with whether they made the right choice of colleges. Al-
though this transition is often transparent to faculty within
the classroom setting, it is significant to the students expe-
riencing it.
Students enrolled in BUS 0010 and BUS 0015 will
participate in a peer mentoring experience with an upper-
class peer mentor. The peer mentoring relationship provides
first-year students with an important resource for navigating
the early stages of their college career. Mentees gain valu-
able insights from “seasoned” colleagues who have “been in
their shoes.” Furthermore, mentees gain relevant exposure
to the value of mentoring relationships, which in turn en-
hances the likelihood of success in the subsequent profes-
sional mentoring experience (discussed in the next section).
Upper-class mentors will likewise benefit immensely from
the experience of being a mentor. Peer mentors will gain in-
valuable experience serving as a role model, coach, and re-
source person. Furthermore, peer mentors will hone their
communication and problem solving skills as well as their
ability to motivate their peers. Equally important, the peer
mentoring experience will be a significant resume builder.
Professional mentoring
All Girard students will have at least one year of ex-
perience in the college’s professional mentoring program.
Students enrolled in BUS 0030 will participate in a “cohort”
mentoring experience in which mentees with like interests,
backgrounds, or majors will work with an appropriately
matched mentor (e.g., accounting students might pair up
with an accounting mentor, female students might choose a
female mentor, etc.).
After the completion of at least one semester of co-
hort mentoring, students may opt into the individual men-
toring program (or they can continue for at least one
additional semester in the cohort mentoring program). Ide-
ally, most Girard students will continue with individual pro-
fessional mentoring into their senior year. A good mentor
can help students identify how their strengths and weak-
nesses relate to their intending career. Professional mentors
can also provide keen insights on how to obtain a job as well
as some “behind the scenes” guidance on what it takes to suc-
cessfully build a career.
If you have any questions on the Girard School Ex-
periential Learning Program, please contact Professor Don-
ald Hanson, Professor James Grinnell, or myself.
By Dean Cuomo
Beacon Contributor
The ice is now comparable to rinks
such as Kelley Rink at Conte Forum
(Boston College) and even Agganis
Arena (Boston University). Pat
Bowen, one of the Warrior’s cap-
tains, said that “The ice has been
good so far, there’s ice all around
the kick plates and corners of the
boards which we didn’t exactly have
the past few seasons.”
Not only can a difference be
seen, it can also be felt. Today was
pushing 80 degrees and a coolness
could be felt within the arena that
was missing in years past.
Along with the ice compres-
sors and the new ice floor a new
walkway floor was installed in the
front of the arena. Overall the up-
grade that took place this summer
was the first stage of two for the
Lawler Completion Project.
Next summer, if all goes ac-
cording to plan, the stands will be
replaced. As for what the new
stands will be/consist of is still up in
the air. The new stands would move
Lawler Arena closer to Hockey East
regulations.
Merrimack has however
been grandfathered into the old sys-
tem and there is no reason to fear
being dropped from the league.
However Hockey East and more im-
portantly Merrimack Fans will
surely be appreciative.
School News
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Merrimack protecting against the swine
Currently, there are no confirmed
cases of H1N1 on campus, but Res-
idence Life and Sodexo are ready
just in case residents do contract
the swine flu. Flu kits are available
from Residence Life, including a
thermometer, soup, and Gatorade.
Also available are take-home pack-
ages from Sodexo, including soup,
Gatorade, and a few other items. It
is a one-time deal and if you are too
sick to pick it up, a friend can use
your Mack card to get it.
Swartout advised that residents
should go home if they are sick. If
you are unable to go home, Resi-
dence Life will be opening a floor in
Deegan and Ash for you to stay.
Swartwout’s final advice: Remem-
ber, it’s just the flu.
At the core of swine flu pre-
vention is Hamel Health. Dr. Jerry
Dugal has been keeping up with
swine flu since
spring, when










officials. Dugal stressed the fact
that the swine flu is a different
strain of the flu that is no more dan-
gerous than the normal seasonal
flu, and that it is only dangerous to
those who are at risk for seasonal
flu. The primary reason that many
institutions have acted so quickly
upon the flu is due to how conta-
gious it is.









home if they can, and
that they will not be
punished for missing school for
being sick.
Prevention was also stressed by
Dugal, “Be honest with yourself.
Are you getting enough sleep, etc.”
Another prevention method not
known to many people is keeping
your hands away from your face.
Dugal referred to a study that
showed that the average person put
their hand near their face up to 50
times in an hour. Being conscien-
tious to this behavior may help pre-
vent you from becoming sick.
Overall, swine flu is nothing to be
afraid of. If you are still concerned,
vaccinations will eventually be
made available to resident students
once Hamel receives them. Taking
the correct preventative measures,
being healthy, and practicing good
hygiene will keep you healthy dur-
ing flu season.
Continued from cover
Constitution day a big
hit
On Tuesday, September 17 Merri-
mack College along with many
other schools celebrated Constitu-
tion Day. Constitution Day cele-
brates the ratification of the United
States Constitution in 1787. Up
until 2004 Merrimack never had to
observe Constitution Day, but
United States Senator Robert Byrd
from West Virginia helped to pass
a law which states that schools and
agencies that receive government
funding must celebrate Constitu-
tion Day. Byrd has stated that he
wanted the law to be passed be-
cause the ratification of the United
States Constitution was a big part
of our history and people need to
understand what happened on this
historical day.
Merrimack’s Pre – Law So-
ciety celebrated this historical day
by allowing members of the Merri-
mack community to make amend-
ments to the Constitution. Some of
the amendments were to allow the
president to have a line item veto,
to change the president’s age re-
quirements from 35 to 40, and to
allow foreign-born citizens to be
president of the United States.
The day was also celebrated
by having members of the Merri-
mack community vote on their fa-
vorite amendment. The
amendment with the most votes
was the first amendment, freedom
of speech and freedom of or from re-
ligion, with 237 votes and 43% of
the vote. The 19th amendment,
which gave women the right to
vote, came in 2nd with 113 votes,
while the 13th amendment, which
abolished slavery, came in 3rd with
79 votes.
To wrap the day up the Pre-
Law Society showed National
Treasure in the Library Audito-
rium. If you are interested in join-
ing the Pre-Law Society please





kicks off another year
On Wednesday September
16th, Merrimack celebrated the
opening of a new school year by
holding the 2009 Academic Convo-
cation.
This day celebrates not only
the beginning of a new school year,
but also the coming of a new class
to Merrimack. Convocation was at-
tended by many of the students
from the class of 2010, faculty mem-
bers, and other students.
The ceremony began with
the entering of the class of 2010 in
graduation robes followed by the
faculty in their robes. Father Ray
Dlugos started the ceremony with
an invocation.
The president gave his in-
troduction which can be found on-
line with all of the speeches made
that day at Merrimack.edu.
Michael Bell spoke ele-
quently towards the meaning of ac-
ademic regalia. He eminded us why
we wear academic robes and to
wear them with pride. He intro-
duced the three main speakers of
the ceremony. They were each
asked to speak about their academic
and service experiences while in col-
lege. The speakers were Ms. Brid-
get Shaheen, Merrimack graduate
and Executive Director of Lazarus
House in Lawrence, Ms. Yesika
Bravo, a member of the class of
2010, and Dr. Raymond Shaw, an
Associate Professor of Psychology
here at Merrimack.
The ceremony was brought
to a close with the singing of the
Merrimack College Anthem, led by










~Photo Courtesy of John
Gregory~
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concerning release of information in academic
records. Students will be permitted to inspect
their records upon written request to the Regis-
trar. All students may also inspect the College
policies on the inspection and release of student
records by contacting the Registrar. Any student
who seeks a correction of the records should no-
tify the Registrar.
In general, the College will not release informa-
tion from the students’ records to agencies out-
side the College without prior consent or request
of the student. However, the College will release
the following directory information only, without
the prior consent of the student:
(a) Name
(b) Address and email address
(c) Photograph
(d) Telephone Number
(e) Date and place of birth
(f) Country of citizenship
(g) Major field of study
(h) Participation in officially recognized activi-
ties and sports, weight and height of members of
athletic teams, dates of attendance, class mem-
bership, enrollment status, degrees and awards
received (including dates), the most recent pre-
vious educational agency or institution attended
by the student and other similar information.
Those currently enrolled students who do not de-
sire the release of directory information should
notify the Registrar in writing.
WE DO LISTEN! RESPONSE TO YOUR
COMMENTS
At the close of the Spring 2009 semester, a sur-
vey was sent out to all day students in regards to
their satisfaction with the Merrimack experi-
ence. Here are responses to the comments made
by students completing the survey:
Dining Student Comments:
“I work a lot and if I don’t get back by 7, then I
have to go out searching for dinner and I don't
always have points so sometimes the Den isn't a
choice.”
“The cafeteria should have more available hours”
Response:
The Dining Room is open until 7:30 pm Monday
- Thursday and 7:00pm Friday, Saturday and
Sunday. We offer 3 choices of meal plans know-
ing that students cannot make all 19 meals a
week. If a student has a 13 or 9 meal plan they
have money to eat in the Den. If a student is on
a 19 meal plan we will try to accommodate them
if their class schedule makes them miss meals.
Student Comment:
“The meal plans are not equal value-wise with
each other. Losing 4 meals a week from the 13
meal plan to get the 9 meal plan over a 16 week
schedule is not a difference of $50 total that gets
made up in money for the Den. Also, you lose
block meals which means you're losing more
money”
Response:
This is the way Merrimack has the plans set up,
they are all equal price and value. If there is a
need we could look into changing in the future.
Service hours are contracted with Merrimack
College. Changes in service hours are costly to
the college. Two years ago the Dining Room was
open until 8:00 pm but the last half hour was not
used by many students. Reducing the service by
one half hour was a substantial savings to the
college and that money into the food program.
Student Comments:
“The cafeteria needs to offer more healthy
choices”
“The dining hall is a mess, and I've almost com-
pletely stopped going to eat there. The main
problem is that the food is often awful, and also
innutritious (why so much fried food?). Also, in
my experience, the occasional live entertainment
is not welcomed by other students, who just want
to sit and talk instead of hearing music.”
Response:
With our new Dining Room this fall we offer
healthy options at many formats. All fresh veg-
etables and fruits are available at all meals as
well as vegan options. As for the music, it is pro-
vided by the Merrimack Program Board once a
month as a change of pace in the Dining Room.
Please feel free to contact them with your opin-
ions but we have also forwarded this comment.
All responses regarding dining from Dennis
Gillespie, General Manager, Sodexo Academics
Calendar & School Cancellation
Student Comment:
"I would love to see one, big master calendar!"
Response:
We would too! We face a gigantic challenge in
that there are a multitude of constituents on
campus using a variety of different software pro-
grams, so unfortunately, the information cannot
be consolidated in one location. Some improve-
ment may be seen as scheduling software is im-
plemented in the near future. All events across
campus that are using a college facility will be
booked using this software.
Student Comment:
“A combined spring and Easter break is better
for students who live far away.”
Response:
Sometimes we do combine Easter Recess and
Spring Break if Easter falls early in the calen-
dar. We don’t do it every year though because
Easter often falls at the very end of March or in
April. Spring Break needs to be scheduled ear-
lier so that students and faculty have a break
right around the mid-point of the semester.
Student Comment:
“We need a longer winter break…2 weeks is not
sufficient”
Response:
The winter break fluctuates depending on how
the particular year’s calendar plays out and how
early we begin classes. Last year winter break
was relatively short, but we began classes after
Labor Day. This year, we began classes prior to
Labor Day, so final exams will be over by the
18th of December and students and faculty will
have a full four weeks of break.
Student Comment:
“Spring semester is split up nicely with spring
break. It would be nice to have a longer break
like that in the middle of the fall semester.”
Response:
We could have a nice long break in the fall, but
we would have to cut summer even shorter and
begin classes even earlier in August. When the
academic calendar is constructed, the goal is to
schedule a minimum number of meeting days for
each day of the week (and a consistent number of
meeting days for each day of the week). If you
consider these parameters, you can see that we
literally have no extra time to schedule a break
in the fall semester.
Student Comment:
“I have gone to class assuming I had to take an
exam on a snow day because I was never noti-
fied. No signs up around campus, no email, noth-
ing.”
Response:
I am assuming you are referring to the day of the
ice storm. That storm presented us with an un-
precedented situation as the college was unable
to notify students of the cancellation of classes
due to the fact that we were unable to use our
phones, email or the college website to notify stu-
dents. Because of power source problems, the
“Send Word Now” announcement didn’t even
work in a timely manner. You are correct in say-
ing we didn’t have signs posted in the Academic
Buildings however, we did notify local TV and
radio stations and we did post signs in the Cam-
pus Center. After the storm, a group of employ-
ees was pulled together to discuss how we could
handle this type of situation better if it were to
happen again in the future.
All responses regarding calendar and school can-
cellation issues responded to by Jennifer DiSte-
fano, Registrar & Chief Retention Officer
To be continued in the next issue of the Beacon.
By Jennifer DiStefano
Beacon Contributor







Years at Beacon: 3
Beacon position: Draft Editor
Reason for joining the Beacon:
Looks good on my resume.
Favorite Beacon Article: the one
about Santagati.
Favorite Newspaper: Boston Globe
What does the Beacon need: More
staff for next year!
Favorite Beacon Activity: Wednes-
day night layout
Other clubs/organizations you’re
involved in: Merrimack College Bike
Club, Benzene Ring, Ultimate Warrior.
Job: Resident Advisor, Library, Gen-
eral Chemistry Tutor
Favorite Food: Steak
Favorite Musical artist: I like all dif-
ferent kinds of music.
Favorite TV show: Rescue Me
Favorite movie: Shawshank Redemp-
tion
Favorite Activities: Roadbiking, in-
tramural softball.
If you had to be one animal, what
would you be? I’d be an eagle.
Long-term goal: to be an environmen-
tal engineer
Short-term goal: to get a 4.0 this se-
mester
What would you do for a Klondike
Bar: Depends on who’s asking...
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Opinion
Beacon Opinion Policy
The views expressed in the Opinion section do not represent the views held by The Beacon or its Staff
If you would like to comment on an article or share an opinion
please contact us at newspaper@merrimack.edu
Got Game?
These are the last years of
your life where you have a plethora
of people to find your true love. In
college, it’s easy to explore your
wants and needs through academia,
sex, and social events. But what if
the time passes you? You graduate
alma mater, you have this great
$80,000 salary job, and the person
you are looking for isn’t at this job.
So what next? You hit up the bars,
dressed to impress, and you realize
you’re too old for this - you’re over
it. All of a sudden, being 23 doesn’t
sound that cool, at least from the
single perspective. But don’t worry,
you’ve got time, at least one semes-
ters worth. Here are some fun date
ideas at the Mack:
• Starving at 11:30 pm? Text
that special someone and head on
down through the Taco Bell drive-
thru. If it’s nice out that night, grab
a seat on the benches by Mendel
Pond. You could always throw the
left over taco shells to the fish!
Throw a football
around outside in the quad. Girls
like the challenge, and if there’s a
group of friends out there who want
to play, be on opposite teams and
block each other.
Take an interest in some-
thing that they do. If they are in the
school play, run lines together on
the second floor of the Sak. Perhaps
the piano upstairs will spark a hid-
den talent to share with one an-
other. If your crush is on a sports
team, don’t be afraid to make a sign
and cheer real loud; it may seem
embarrassing, but inside, it makes
the athlete feel good.
Borrow a movie from the li-
brary instead of watching it on your
TV. Make some popcorn and sit out-
side with your laptop - you will have
to sit close together in order to see
the screen.
Decorate brownies. Walk
across the street to CVS and pick up
all the necessary items to bake
brownies, plus some extra frosting
and sprinkles. If you don’t have an
oven, you can go to Santagati or the
Deegan West fire place lounge to
bake them.
Just remember to have fun,
whether you’re interested in guys,
girls, or even both, there’s plenty of




Help cancer research, honor your breast
cancer hero
Support breast cancer research and participate in Merrimack’s third annual pink
duck ceremony.
Swing by Main Street in the Sak beginning October 1, during lunch and dinner.
Pink duck sales will run until October 20.
The pink duck ceremony will be held on October 20 at Mendel Pond.
Don’t forget your duck!
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Inside college sex, love & dating




crisply, changing colors to brilliant
reds and oranges, each one
arranged differently and yet blend-
ing to create the gorgeous trees that
frame our campus each year. Curi-
ously, some trees turn faster than
others, and next to the orange and
barren structure out the kitchen
window, my bedroom view still re-
flects the summer’s tones along the
branches.
The start of a new school
year brings too transformations of a
more emotional and sexual nature,
as our relationships new, old, and
exhausted, filter


















ward or more” than could have been
previously expected, mostly as a re-
sult of a filtering rumor of her en-
gagement, to his former college
roommate. The notoriously slow bus
failed to relinquish the embarrass-
ing confrontation, and both were
left stuck, having to make painful
small talk. He said that though he
had hoped at one time they would
be friends, the sadness that sur-
rounded their meeting was far too
damaging. I too have been inca-
pable of maintaining friendships
with those I’ve dated, and find it
puzzling that a once intimate con-
nection cannot materialize into a
more basic relationship. It begs the
question, if a loving relationship fal-
ters by the wayside, where does the
love go if it cannot transform into
something else? Consequently, are
we all victims of displacing used
love into a new relationship or even
when were sure it’s over, are we
sometimes just too selfish to let
them go?
The other night I was as-
signed a collage for my Visual Arts
class, attempting to display the
color red in its many forms, from
plush lips to crimson apples, to the
new scarlet Brahmin bag out this
fall. As I scavenged my bedroom for
any available resources, all I came
up with was September’s Vogue and
a few random graduate school pam-
phlets. Noticing my dismay at a half
empty collage, my roommate Kara
suggested I look to my photo board
for inspiration, pointing to a collec-
tion of personal memorabilia that
hovers my desk. As I searched the
board for red accents, I pulled away
a card presenting two oriental pop-
pies on its cover, the famous Geor-
gia O’Keefe painting of the same
name. It was a piece of the station-
ary I had purchased my freshman
year of college in New York and
used to send mail to Dan, my then
boyfriend of two years. I had to
admit the flowers would make a
perfect addition to finish the piece
and as I grappled it in my hand, I
adjusted it around the collage try-
ing to make it fit.
There are those relation-
ships, despite how they evolve or
how long they last, which inevitably
define us and puncture us with such
an imprint that when they leave,
we remain faithful to their memory.

















love I have re-
turned; I only
find assurance
in those feelings which I shared
with Dan.
After the very agonizing and
silent break up, months passed
without any communication, as he
refused to retain an “impossible
friendship” which he felt, I had ad-
mittedly experienced from a former
relationship that continued to chase
me.
Finally, after the dead win-
ter had passed, I arrived in New
York for a weekend stay with my
friend, Lia. Overwhelmed with
classes during my arrival, Lia said
that she would meet me farther
downtown when she had completed
her work. Killing time, I decided to
rummage the Met while I waited,
eventually meeting her in front of
the Modern Art wing. As we caught
up, we moseyed the rooms, finger-
ing the leaflets and pausing mo-
mentarily to laugh at some of the
outrageous, hanging figures and a
diamond encrusted scull. Ulti-
mately exhausted from the crowds,
we sat down on a bench to recover
and plan our next move. As I ad-
justed the buckle on my boot, I
looked up to find two recognizable,
vivid poppies penetrating from a
frame. My heart crashed. Despon-
dent, I asked Lia if the painting was
a Georgia O’Keefe, to which she
laughed and less encouragingly re-
sponded that she had no idea. It felt
like my whole relationship was
standing in front of me, and I
wanted to pick it up and carry it out
of the museum to somewhere inti-
mate and comforting.
In anguish I pulled out my
phone and sent Dan a text describ-
ing my current location and hoping
that by extending a word of famil-
iarity, the void I felt between us
would close. Except his response
was made all the worse by intu-
itively knowing I was with Lia and
relaying a hello, while also sharing
in the moment by saying he too had
just gazed at one of the cards above
his desk and thought of me. But,
there was no sign of redemption, no
closure, no going back. Instead, the
poppies represented a time that had
gone by and I wondered if his mes-
sage was alternatively, a gesture of
friendship and of love that hadn’t or
wouldn’t die. However, as much as I
sought to keep him in my life, the
luminous relationship we once had
was all I really wanted, and it
seemed no longer possible that I
would have that with him. Still to
my disappointment, that text would
be the last time we would speak as
friends.
As my relationship with
Dan disintegrated, I began to do
what most insecure and newly sin-
gle individuals do; throw myself
into fictitious relationships and in-
compatible hookups. Surely, if I
never fell in love with anyone again,
when it ended it would be far easier
to remain friends, right?
I have found some of them
have been short; while others, de-
cently resembling a relationship
post hookup with mutual sociability
between myself and the other guy,
seemingly none result in real
friendships. At times I have even
been fooled into thinking that some-
one I have held no feelings for in
many years, would sustain a light
hearted friendship.
Last basketball season
while at home, I had overheard that
a former high
s c h o o l
boyfriend was
having a













f r i e n d s h i p
with an ex.
However, by the end of the night he
had drunkenly completed three epic
failures to come on to me, even after
I had explained that my feelings
were purely platonic. I began to
wonder if my struggle to preserve
relationships was worth the nui-
sance of either being reminded that
it was over, or tired of dragging out
something that had clearly ended
for a reason.
Sometimes we hear about
those friend’s of friend’s who sus-
tain fantastic relationships with
each other and include their new in-
fatuations in all their activities. But
I for one know of no one who has
successfully done such a thing, and
find such maturity a little gross.
As I lifted the red poppy
card around the collage, Kara
laughed at her own misfortune with
her ex boyfriend Jared at a bar this
past summer. When a group of peo-
ple from her hometown had gone
out drinking in Boston, she found
Jared and herself colliding at every
end point. Though they rarely
speak, he continued to turn his con-
versations with her into phrases
like, “you really are my favorite
friend from home” and generalizing
invitations to stay with him at his
lake house. Irritated, she fought
back, claiming that not only was
their friendship a complete sham,
but that holding hands was not a
gesture their friends generally
shared. And as she dejectedly re-
called the night, she couldn’t un-
derstand why we all have to hang
on to ex’s for support, in case our
current flames go under, leaving us
alone.
While my attempts have
sometimes been comical, the night
at the Celtics party at least got me
thinking. As I argued for a friend-
ship, flying down the corridor to
leave, my ex in his stupor shrugged
and mumbled, “to each his own” be-
neath his breath. Was he right?
Was each relationship different
with different possibilities, and was
I just incapable of finding solace?
Over the past two years, Dan has
disappointingly faded from my life,
remaining allusive as I occasionally
make sound gestures to re-commu-
nicate. Maybe we will never suc-
cessfully be friends with someone
that we once had a romantic afflic-
tion for and instead will settle for




















yet or maybe ever. As I positioned
the card back onto the board, I re-
placed it with a large picture of
Clarins lipstick.
Even when you know it’s
finished, maybe becoming friends
isn’t really what we want at all. By
becoming friends, it changes the re-
lationship you once had - a relation-
ship whose memory is more
beautiful than anything that could
come of casual friends. I think Dan
knew that, and after finally ac-
knowledging what I really want, I’m
especially glad I do now too.
By Lauren Reilly
Layout Editor
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proaching there are many ways in
which one can defer the ailment
from invading the student popula-
tion of Merrimack College. Students
can prevent the spread of common
illnesses such as the Flu, common
day cold, strep throat or fevers.
Whether you are at a party, walk-
ing into lunch or working out at the
gym, here are a few pointers to keep
your life healthy.
•At your registered event, use
water to fill your beruit cups that
are used to shoot in. Keep your own
drink in your hand. This way, you
are not sharing saliva with fellow
partiers.
•Did you know at the gym informa-
tion desk there are nowmini bottles
of Purell hand sanitizer for you to
take? Also at the gym
are bottles of disinfec-
tant spray to wipe
your previously used
machine free of any
germs.
•Merrimack also of-






Den. When eating in public places,
it is important to make sure your
hands are clean because you are
sticking your hands into container
of silverware, passing ice cream
scoops, or picking up the
stacked plates, bowls, and
cups.
•If you are not sure
whether you should at-
tend class or not due to
not feeling well, stop in
Hamel Health and e-mail
your professor before the
start of class to give them
a heads up.
Professors are also taking
charge in the classroom to
stop the spread of germs by in-
structing their students to wipe
down the surfaces of their desks,
computer keyboards and mice.
Debra London of the Communica-
tion Arts and Sciences is one of the
many professors that is taking a
stance in keeping her students
healthy by completing these tasks.
People around campus should keep
encouraging the use of keeping
clean and staying healthy.
By Ashley Sarris
Staff Writer
Get Motivated! How to Stay Your Goal
Weight
Although the anorexic
look of celebrity super-
stars is long in the past of
our high school days, the generation of the future
is still looking towards these stars to see what is
in and what is out. Staying fit and in shape is
still at the top of the list of goals. There is no
reason to stress out about weight loss or gain es-
pecially while you are focusing on four years of
academics. Stress also increases weight gain, so
do not make life harder on yourself.
The first step is to decide on your goal for your
body, whether it is a certain weight or a specific
clothes size. You should try visuals to keep your
mind in the right state. A great place to start off
is writing your goal weight on a piece of paper
where you will see it everyday, like on your mir-
ror. This is a great way to trick your mind so that
when you look at yourself, you see the weight re-
flected along with yourself. Another place to put
your goal weight is when you open your snack
drawer. Hopefully being reminded that those
Double-Stuffed Oreos will not help you reach
your goal weight. Therefore, this will cause your
hand to retract away from the sugary sweet.
Another step to stay motivated is to find a
friend who has the same goals as you and be-
come gym buddies. You could take a class at the
fitness center or the local YMCA. Classes such
as Zumba are free thanks to the Merrimack
dance team and provide a lot of laughs and is an
easy way to burn a lot of calories that you do not
even notice.
The new and improved Cafeteria provides a
large variety of healthy choices especially in the
salad bar. If lettuce is not your thing, you can
still spice up your salad with grilled chicken or
tuna, or even tofu squares to keep an equal bal-
ance of vegetables and proteins. Try to stay away
from the hamburger and French fries line. Even
though the fries are not made by Wendy’s or
Burger King, they are still foods that fit into the
fast food category.
Just remember it is not hard to stay fit on cam-
pus. You just have to use all the facilities that
are offered to you. You can stay away from the
Freshman Fifteen, the Sophomore Seventeen,
the Junior Jiggles and the Senior Sloth modes




For me, being told to stay motivated
is something that feels strange to
hear. When I’m told to stay moti-
vated, it seems like someone else is
asking me to have something in
mind while I find a way to get
through the day. But I’m wondering
what I have to stay motivated for
besides getting through the day and
finding something more fun to do.
I guess being motivated means hav-
ing a goal in mind: a profession, de-
gree, two-story house, wife and
kids, whatever. But I don’t care
much about any of that today. I just
care about looking pleasant enough
to be presentable and finishing
what I need to do today, because
then I don’t have to think about any
of that. I’d rather distract myself
from my goals than actually think
about the obstacles that are in my
way of them. I’d like to do what I
did last weekend again and go to
Maine with a friend and his room-
mate and see The Informant. I’d
like to play poker with my room-
mate. I’d like to listen to my favorite
band, Cartridge, while finishing a
Kay Redfield Jamison book. I’d like
to talk to my high school friend,
Shawn. I’d like to play Chrono Trig-
ger on my DS. I’d like to do a lot of
things that don’t involve the vague
goals I have.
Getting through school and getting
a degree, and whatever else I’m
supposed to do, feels like a task for
me to finish and be done with until
I can do something to distract me
from everything that stresses me.
Maybe if I get farther in life I can
prove myself wrong and end up con-
tent, at least for some part of each
day, in a suburban two story house
with a pleasant job and wife and
two kids. But I’m not terribly ambi-
tious; I’ll take what I can get. I’m
better off without high hopes that I
may or may not achieve.
I think part of life is to al-
ways be missing something critical
and trying to cope with not having
it while we wait for it to happen;
through avoidance, intellectualiza-
tion, rationalization, optimism,
whatever you want to pick, that
helps us cope. I once read a book by
psychologist Edwin Shneidman,
and in it he said life is spent in a
constant pursuit of immediate psy-
chological needs; our needs for food,
water and shelter, sure, but also to
like and love, to be liked and loved,
to avoid shame, have friends, stay
emotionally secure, and to prolong
pleasure and avoid pain, to name a
few off the top of my head. If our
psychological needs aren’t fulfilled,
we either immediately try to fix it,
or cope with not having it until we
get it.
Now, I function phenome-
nally. I’ve been writing for the Bea-
con for two semesters past; I
haven’t gotten worse than a B- in
three semesters; I’m VP of another
club; I have people I say hi to on the
way to each class—I take care of
myself, I keep busy. I always get up
in the morning. I don’t skip classes.
I participate. Sometimes I call my
parents and my little brother to say
hello. Sometimes I call old high
school friends that I don’t see any
more. I do what I’m supposed to do.
But I just hope it all adds up to
something. I hope I can get my
psych degree and then maybe a
master’s. I hope I can get that two
story house and a girl I can get
along with for more than a few
weeks. I hope I can always think of
a reason to get up in the morning.
It’s been working so far. It worked
this morning, actually.
I have things I need to do
today to reach the goals I reminded
myself of just now besides write this
article. As for you, keep your goals
in mind, whatever they are for the
moment, no matter how vague they
are. Think of them and keep them,
they’re important. So finish reading
this newspaper and go do those
things you meant to do today, or you
might soon forget them completely
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“Oh Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes!” Inglourious Bas-
terds is a World War II summer film directed by
the incredible Quentin Tarantino, and rated R
for strong graphic violence and language. The
main plot of Inglourious Bas-
terds focuses on a squad of Jew-
ish-American World War II
soldiers known simply as The
Basterds under the Office of
Strategic Services (OSS). The
Basterds are commanded by the
unorthodox Tennessee native Lt.
Aldo Raine (Brad Pitt). Lt.
Raine also known as ‘Aldo The
Apache’ calls upon his men to
create psychological turmoil and
trepidation throughout the Ger-
man army.
The Basterds use am-
bush and infiltration tactics to
assault as many Germans as
possible without remorse or re-
gret. The more soldiers that fall
at the hands of The Basterds, the
more gruesome stories the Ger-
man high command hears from
the surviving soldiers.
One of Lt. Raine and The Bas-
terds most frequent method of
psychological warfare occurs
when they scalp the heads of every soldier they
kill in battle, similar to that of an Apache Indian.
Lt. Raine’s second in command is Staff Sergeant
Donny Donowitz (Eli Roth), known to the Ger-
mans as “The Bear Jew”. Donowitz is the most
feared member of The Basterds for the large
number of German soldiers that he has brutally
killed with his weapon of choice, the baseball
bat. Other members of The Basterds include
German defectors Sgt. Hugo Stiglitz (Til
Schweiger) and Cpl. Wilhelm Wicki (Gedeon
Burkhard).
When The Basterds hear about a Nazi
war movie premiere in France with most of the
German high command there along with bother-
some SS Colonel Hans Landa (European film
star Christoph Waltz), they decide to crash the
party.
Quentin Tarantino’s Inglourious Bas-
terds is viewed as a classic and typical Tarantino
film as it did not disappoint the fans. After Sep-
tember 4, Inglourious Basterds had taken in over
$140 million in worldwide gross. The movie re-
ceived the #1 spot in the American box office in
its opening weekend making, $37.6 million, an
amount surpassing District 9. In its first 10
days, the movie received over $70 million. At the
2009 Cannes Film Festival Quentin Tarantino
was nominated for the Golden Palm Award
while the movie’s antagonist actor Christoph
Waltz was honored with the Best Actor award.
Reviews for Quentin Tarantino’s latest
movie have for the most part
been very good. Rotten
Tomatoes.com gave the
movie a very positive review
of 88% and quoting “A clas-
sic Tarantino genre-blending
thrill ride, Inglourious Bas-
terds is violent, unre-
strained, and thoroughly
entertaining.” Roger Ebert
gave Inglourious Basterds 4
stars and said “Quentin
Tarantino’s ‘Inglourious
Basterds’ is a big, bold, au-
dacious war movie that will
annoy some, startle others
and demonstrate once again
that he’s the real thing, a di-
rector of quixotic delights."
Nick Jones of
Palm Springs Guides gave
the film a 5 out of 5 stars
and stated that "Quentin
Tarantino’s 'Inglourious
Basterds' is easily one of the
most entertaining movies of
the year." One negative review from the French
newspaper Le Monde said, "Tarantino gets lost
in a fictional World War II.”
After seeing the movie twice, I am confi-
dent in saying that Inglourious Basterds was an
overall entertaining movie led by Brad Pitt that
brought action, thrills, and even some comedy.
Mark Lindquist
Sports Editor
Blink’s back in concert
What band ar-
guably was the single
most important factor
in the revolutionization of the pop-punk world?
After years of being disintegrated, Blink 182 was
back. If you lived under a rock over the summer,
you may have not heard about their summer
tour, with a variety of bands at each stop.
Blink was the icon of their genre for
years, and was a favorite of thousands until their
demise some years ago. They took to the stage
once again this summer and performed is exactly
what they did. With record numbers, selling
over 20,000 tickets at the Comcast Center in
Mansfield MA alone, Blink 182 was seen and
heard by many fans.
The concert started off with flashing
lights and guitar riffs, and only got better as the
music went on. Songs ranged from their first
CD, all the way up to their finals release, per-
forming only the most popular songs, and it
seemed as if every voice in the Comcast Center
was singing at the top of their lungs.
The show continued on in this fashion,
playing hit single after hit single, and even to-
wards the end, everyone’s energy was just as
high, if not higher than it had been at the start.
They ended seemingly too short, and the whole
crowd wanted, or should I say demanded more.
Blink knew there would be a request for an en-
core, and they had planned according.
After about 15 minutes of keeping the
lights off and the curtain down, the curtain
dropped and there alone sat Travis Barker,
drummer for Blink 182. He started playing a
multitude of drum solos ranging from
rock, to hip-hop, and everything in be-
tween. After about 3 minutes of this,
the stage began moving out forward to-
wards the audience. Only feet away
from the front row, the stage began to
rise.
Continuing drumming, Travis
showcased his talents. About 10 or 15
feet in the air, the stage started to
move to the right side. The stage be-
came slanted at about a 45-degree
angle, while Travis continued his mas-
sacre on the skins. Back towards the
middle of the stage now, Travis
changed his beat, and the drum riser
went to the opposite side. On another
45- degree angle, Travis continued his
assault. After a few minutes of this
charade, Travis floated back to the
middle.
The drummer dipped forward
to about the same angle as the sides,
and then the complete unexpected hap-
pened. Everyone was in awe of his solo
drum solo, but no one had been pre-
pared for what happened next. All of a
sudden the center of the platform
began to rotate as if it were a record
player. Barker continued his incredi-
ble solo and after multiple rotations,
the stage stopped, and slowly returned
back down to the stage. Now that is
what a true Blink concert is.
Kyle Neary
Staff Writer
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Classy vs. Trashy
An insight on the Merrimack men’s soccer team
The Warriors of the
Merrimack men’s soc-
cer team fought their
way across our home turf Tuesday night, Sep-
tember 15, versus Malloy College of New York.
Although the game ended in Malloy’s favor, los-
ing to this non conference team will only bring
more drive in the season for the games that truly
count.
This was no easy game for any soccer
player that night especially when 90 minutes
just was not enough time to decide on a winner.
The game ended up going into double overtime
and ended with 7:15 left on the clock due to Mal-
loy’s # 7 Dan Patino.
Yet the anticipated goal of the game was
not which team would score the winning goal in
overtime, but the goal that brought the Warriors
into overtime. Merrimack’s Robbie Sabadoz once
again proved his position on the field after many
attempts of shots on goal, including an upset
slow roller to an unguarded goal that just missed
at the 54th minute of the game. With 15 minutes
left, Robbie kicked a beautiful shot that soared
past the goalie. This brought on a rally point for
the Warriors; the shouts and cries of the players
to one another led to the unfolding of battle
royale between the players.
The Warrior’s made up for the loss twice
since this game, defeating The College of Saint
Rose, 2-0, and Stonehill 3-2. The next home
game is Saturday September 26th at 1:00 on
Warrior field.
Now to keep it real, the game last Tues-
day versus Malloy was quite the show. I got
there at the second half to find we were down 1-
0, which is easy to come back from. The thing
that bothered me the most was the poor sports-
manship of the players. Malloy was given penal-
ties and yellow cards left and right. At one point
in the game, I think the goalie faked getting hit
when we scored a goal and our goal was taken
away…because that is real classy right? Wrong.
The Warriors showed high class that
night by not stooping down to the players of Mal-
loy’s level. The fans in the crowd, however, had
their fun tantalizing the visiting team to no end.
Sayings such as “Where the hell is Malloy
from!?” rang through the stadium as the parents
and fellow students laughed and enjoyed the
comedy.
I give these boys a lot of credit on that
field. They truly use their heads and it honestly
looks like it hurts…a lot. But I do not think that
would be the worst position on the field. The
suckiest job apparent to me would be the referee.
That poor guy has balls flying at him all the
time, and its not like he can kick it - his only de-
fense is to run away.
If you do not know anything about soccer,
do not let that stop you from coming out to a
game. The crowd gets really into it and the pride
of being a Warrior rises up in you. “ I love going
to Athletic events” says freshman Emily Bodyk,
“It’s so convenient how close they are to the
dorms.” If you are not into sports and you do not
get excited whether or not we win or lose, or
which way the ball is being kicked, the players
on the field are quite the good looking team to
check out, so hopefully we will see you out there.
Ashley Sarris
Staff Writer
Sophomore Nicholas Lo Coco jumps up to take
the ball away from his opponent.
~Photo by Courtney Cutler~
Merrimack hockey completes another
winning weekend
On the evening of
September 5, 2009
M e r r i m a c k ’ s
Hockey team travelled to Alfred, Maine for a
chance to reflect on a personal, team, and spiri-
tual level. This experience proved to be new for
almost everyone attending except for the two re-
treat leaders, Father Jim and Father Bill.
The idea behind retreats is to reflect and
to step back. So with that said, every member of
the team was required to turnover
their phones and their watches so
there would be no distractions. This
of course proved more difficult for
some, particularly the few players
who consistently manage to go over
their monthly minutes even when
they have unlimited plans. The re-
moval of the phones was met with
reluctance while still managing to be
liberating. And without distractions the players
were immediately led into personal reflection.
Personal reflection, in small groups, al-
lowed each player to think critically about one’s
self and allowed him to share his thoughts with
others. The idea behind sharing was to provide
insights others might not have known and al-
lowed trust to be built among the returning play-
ers and the freshman. After a couple of hours of
discussing such things as “… if you were a car,
what would you be?... and …if you were a movie,
what one would you be?...”, the team completed
their first day of personal reflection and retired
to the basement game room.
The game room, although somewhere
around 125 years old, proved to be extremely
valuable. The game room allowed everyone to
interact with each other and allowed everyone to
get to know the freshman on a very informal
level. After countless jokes, stories, and games of
pool and ping-pong the team headed to bed, as
the next day would prove to be an early one.
Day 2 started fairly early, and although
some players are use to literally rising with the
roosters, others are accustomed to the extra
sleep that summer provides. After eating break-
fast in the dining hall next door,
the team was led in a day of re-
flecting on others. Reflecting as
a team allowed for everyone to
see the numerous goals that the
players have, whether it be ath-
letic or academic. One of the
goals that came up was commu-
nity service. By looking to give
back to the community, the team
came up with some mutual goals centered on
working with minor hockey teams, the Best Bud-
dies program, and underprivileged children. The
importance of giving back is not only a value the
team would like to demonstrate but is a reflec-
tion of Merrimack College as a whole.
Day 2 also allowed everyone to see the
things that each member would like to improve
on and the embarrassing, best, and worst mo-
ments each member has experienced. After a
day of team reflection, mixed in with lunch, din-
ner, and 20 minutes of downtime at a nearby
lake, where everyone found out who has terror-
izing fears of bugs and frogs, everyone partook
in group skits. These skits would be the climax
of the retreat as everyone was brought to tears of
laughter, particularly with a skit of a talk show
portraying the priceless dramas of Merrimack.
After the skits, the team once again turned to
the game room for some entertainment, this
night included a ping-pong tournament and an
exciting game of “kick the can” outside in the
dark.
Day 3 allowed for spiritual reflection.
This experience allowed everyone to share his
thoughts on God and what it means to be spiri-
tual. This was difficult for most, as spiritual re-
flection has not occurred as frequently for team
members as personal and team reflection. Upon
completion of the team’s spiritual reflection,
everyone loaded back into the school vans and
made their way back to campus.
Overall, this experience allowed for bond-
ing that would normally take months to accom-
plish to be fit into a single weekend. It also
allowed everyone the chance to think about who
he is as an individual and who he is becoming.
This was an important reminder for everyone
since it is never too late to become the person one
wants to be.
Although the team may not have an-
swered meaningful questions such as the mean-
ing of life or the cures for global hunger, the
team managed to grow both together and as in-
dividuals. For this experience, the team is ex-
tremely grateful for all of the work that went
into the weekend and to Father Jim and Bill for
leading it. Together everyone came away with a
better understanding of team and of one’s self,
and for that, the Labor Day weekend of 2009
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Laham and Smalls run the show
During the past week,
two events occurred
that were of relevance
to the Merrimack community. Jay Leno returned
to late night television and Chris Laham broke
Calvin Bryant’s 28-career touchdown mark with
31 TD’s and counting. Coach
John Perry spoke about
Laham’s once in a lifetime ac-
complishment and stated,
“Records such as the ones Chris
has broken are the product of
an individual’s commitment to
excellence for a long period of
time. Chris has worked hard to
create a winning tradition here
at Merrimack College and these
records will etch his name in
Merrimack football history”.
After a rough season opener
versus AIC, Merrimack’s record
improved to 2-1 with victories
over Husson and Stonehill with
Senior Captain wide receiver
Chris Laham and sophomore
running back Anthony Smalls
running the show.
Two weeks ago, in a
game versus Husson, the War-
riors earned their first victory
of the 2009 season with a 23-0
shutout. Sophomore quarter-
back James Suozo had a nice
outing throwing the ball 15 for 26 (57%) for over
200 yards and 2 touchdowns. He also scored a
TD running the ball. Anthony Smalls carried the
majority of the running load with 24 rushes for
188 yards, averaging nearly 8 yards a carry.
Freshman Michael Wheeler backed up Smalls
with 8 rushes for 24 yards. Chris Laham was
Suozo’s #1 target with 5 catches for 96 yards and
his touchdown that tied Calvin Bryant’s career
touchdowns record. Senior tight end Patrick
Easley played a solid role with 3 grabs for 17
yards. Sophomores Omari Mobley and Devin
Gordon each made contributions with 2 catches
a piece, with Gordon pushing his way to the end
zone.
Merrimack’s defense, after a high scoring
game against AIC, was in no mood to be pushed
around as they allowed Husson running back
Julius Williams only 40 yards on 19 handoffs.
Merrimack sophomore inside linebacker
Shawn Loiseau led the defense with 9 total tack-
les, while sophomore outside linebacker Tony
Johnson recorded 8 tackles, with 2 for a loss, a
forced fumble, and a shared sack with sopho-
more pass rusher Nick Desjardins, who recorded
6 tackles and a fumble recovery.
Sophomore strong safety had a career
day recording 4 tackles and 2 interceptions. Sen-
ior free safety Andrew Rebello and junior defen-
sive end Garrett Boyd each dropped the ball
carrier 7 times. In addition, Boyd also had a
tackle for a loss of yardage. Others worthy of
mention are senior linebacker Marc Benjamin,
who recorded 6 tackles, and junior safety, Ryan
Slattery, who recorded 2 tackled, including one
for a loss.
The Warriors then defeated Stonehill
College in a 42-21 hard fought victory. Chris
Laham did a fantastic imper-
sonation of Wes Welker with
9 catches for 211 yards and 3
TDs. His touchdowns were
his record breaking 29th,
30th, and 31st TDs. Anthony
Smalls brought balance to the
passing attack running the
ball 22 times for 180 yards,
averaging about 8 yards a
carry. James Suozo overall
had a solid night throwing for
3 TDs and interceptions,
while running the ball into
the end zone twice. Jeremiah
Watts also had a strong out-
ing with 5 receptions for 51
yards.
The strong offensive line
of Dave Bellmont, Alex
Sharp, Dylan Register, Rob
Maggiacomo and Jacob
Bradley did not allow Stone-
hill to record any sacks on
Suozo. Merrimack’s defense
held strong the whole game
and made plays when
needed. Senior captain inside linebacker Shane
Brown recorded 12 total tackles to lead the force.
Shawn Loiseau came in second with 10, includ-
ing one for a loss. Senior corner Richard Johnson
made 8 tackles. Nick Desjardins had a big night
with 5 tackles, with 1 for a loss, a forced fumble,
and 2 fumble recoveries, including one for a de-
fensive TD. Tony Johnson was not to be outdone
as he contributed with 4 tackles, with 2 for a loss
and a sack.
The Warriors started off slow, but have
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Women’s soccer team faced a tough
loss against The College of Saint Rose,
losing 4-0 on their home turf. Although
the ladies experienced a difficult loss,
they worked hard by playing solid de-
fensively and offensively, attempting
fifteen goals against the Golden
Knights.
Given the outcome of the game,
Senior Captain, Gabrielle Gramprey
said, “As a team we could have been
more aggressive and assertive on the
field, and be intimidated by the other
team’s previous achievements and ti-
tles.”
Putting the St Rose game be-
hind them, the Warriors goal is to step
up their game by working on commu-
nication as well as their aggression.
Although they need to make some
changes for their upcoming games, the
Lady Warriors exhibit great cama-
raderie. Sophomore Melissa Garabe-
dian says, “The chemistry on our team
is great. We are a very close team. I
consider all my teammates my best
friends!”
For the remaining of the sea-
son, the women’s soccer team will con-
tinue to face challenges. One challenge
will be this Sunday against number
two, Adelphi in New York. Hopefully
the Warriors will play hard and show
Adelphi that they are the
better team.
When asked, ‘how do you think
your team will finish the season?’
Gramprey stated, “I think our team
will finish in the top 3 of the NE-10
Conference and make it to NCAA’s.”
Garabedian agreed by saying, “I think
we will finish the season strong and
make a good run in the playoffs.” The
positive attitude that these ladies dis-
play only brings the best out of their
team. With two months left in the sea-
son, the Lady Warriors are sure to put
up a good fight.
Kayla Morong
Staff Writer
Lady Warriors fall to St. Rose Upcoming Fall
Home Games
Men’s Soccer vs. Franklin Pierce Saturday September 26 at
1pm
Volleyball vs. SNHU Saturday September 26 at 1pm
Women’s Soccer vs. SNHU Wednesday September 30 at
7pm
Football vs. Bentley Saturday October 3 at 1pm
Field Hockey vs. St. Mike’s Tuesday October 13 a 4pm
Men’s & Women’s Cross Country Alumni Meet Saturday
October 17 at 10am
Come cheer on
the Warriors!
Anthony Smalls breaks a tackle
~Photo by Michael Salvucci~
James Suozzo threw for three touchdowns and
rushed for two during last Fridayʼs game against
Stonehill.
~Photo by Michael Salvucci~
Suozzo honored with Gold
Helmet
